
Shroud Related Videos and Audios 

Summer Update 
 

The Role of the Shroud of Turin in Proving Resurrection - Adrian Milag TV – April 6, 2024 

(1:50:11) – Here is an excerpt from the description:  “Bro Barrie imparts his distinct insights and 

extensive knowledge on one of Christianity's most enigmatic relics. We delve into how the Shroud of 

Turin stands as a testament to the resurrection of Jesus, examining the scientific and historical 

evidence that surrounds this mysterious artifact, and discussing its profound implications on both 

faith and science. Learn how Bro Barrie has embraced challenges to deepen his faith and how he 

approaches critics with compassion and understanding …” 

 

La flagellazione di Cristo - feat. Dr. Fabio Quadrini and Barbara Faccini - The God Talk- April 3, 

2024 (1:13:34) – Here is the description:  "Barbara Faccini & Giulio Fanti's science paper on the 

flagellation: http://www.acheiropoietos.info/procee..." 

 

The Shroud Of Turin - Setting The Record Straight! (Kenneth Stevenson) - bdw sasaff – March 31, 

2024 (1:01:20).  [Editor’s note:  Dr. Stevenson was a member of the 1978 Shroud of Turin Research 

Project] 

 

Evidence of the Resurrection - Bishop Barron's Sunday Sermon - Bishop Robert Barron - March 

31, 2024 (13:48) - [Editor’s note:  Though not mentioned in the description, this is totally about 

the Shroud.]  Here is the description:  "Friends, a very happy and blessed Easter! We come to the 

climax of the Church’s year, the feast of feasts, the very reason for being of Christianity. Everything 

in Christian life centers around the Resurrection. And the Church gives us, every year, the account of 

Easter morning from the Gospel of John. I want to bring out just one feature that John especially 

draws attention to—namely, the burial cloths left behind in the tomb. These strange and wonderful 

cloths that opened the door to faith long ago could perhaps do the same thing today." 

 

 The SECRET History of the SHROUD OF TURIN w/EXPERT JIM BERTRAND - Patristic 

Pillars - March 31, 2024 (1:05:23) – [Editor’s note:  There was no description listed – Jim Bertrand 

is a long-time Shroud lecturer.] 

 

Comedy, Conversion & the Shroud of Turin | feat. Rob Schneider & Joe Marino" - Friday, March 22, 

2024 (38:00).  Here is the description:  "SNL alum and legendary comedian Rob Schneider recently 

converted to Catholicism, and his interest in the Shroud of Turin played a significant role. He’s even 

planning to make a film based on the experience of our good friend and Shroud expert Joe Marino. 

Both Rob & Joe join host Mike Creavey to discuss all this and more!" 

 

"The Shroud of Turin: More than Myth?" - Fr. Andrew Dalton, L.C. - Aquinas Institute - March 21, 

2024 (1:14:26) – Here is the description:  "The Shroud of Turin is a linen cloth that bears the 

bloodstained image of a man who has been tortured and crucified. It is also the most studied 

archeological object in history. Is it a forgery? Or the natural effect of a supernatural event? And 

what does it matter? Father Andrew Dalton, professor at the Pontifical Athenaeum Regina 

Apostolorum in Rome and Shroud expert, offers a public defense of the Shroud’s authenticity on 

historical and scientific grounds." 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFyQVlSSo04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPGXCIjQ-pQ
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbGdUZ3pNYU12cktjcjlqZWRoR1RZdDlmaDhmUXxBQ3Jtc0ttUWdxMllyalhJN214NFFpTW80YnRNajZUM2FXcG1LdHNXTncyNFFIUG1ZbnJNSFJISEEzdFY0MG5NOUduUkhZTjZwZFp6eG1ENEtUZkV3VVg1UzRGQkN1QWQ3a3VSdDU5UDJ5V3dHdUVNUFhZRTh5dw&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acheiropoietos.info%2Fproceedings%2FFacciniWeb.pdf&v=aPGXCIjQ-pQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SejKODvHc-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obDYEqVq2Kc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JL385sHyhi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lgp_6zm0m9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oL83keJngIQ


"The Shroud of Turin real or not?" (With Barrie Schwortz) - Congregation Beth Emanuel Philly - 

March 16, 2024 (1:55:23) – Here was the description:  "Here is a short Bio of our Guest: Barrie 

Schwortz was the Official Documenting Photographer for the Shroud of Turin Research Project 

(STURP), the team that conducted the first in-depth scientific examination of the Shroud in 1978. 

Today, he plays an influential role in Shroud research and education as the editor and founder of the 

internationally recognized Shroud of Turin Website (www.shroud.com), the oldest, largest and most 

extensive Shroud resource on the Internet, with more than fifteen million visitors from over 160 

countries. In 2009 he founded the Shroud of Turin Education and Research Association, Inc. 

(STERA, Inc.), a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation, to which he donated the website and his extensive 

Shroud photographic collection, as well as many other important Shroud resources, in order to 

preserve and maintain these materials and make them available for future research and study. He 

currently serves as the President of STERA, Inc.” 

 

"JESUS Shroud proof" (pt. 1) - Good Shepherd Films - March 10 (pt. 1 - 31:01) and 11 (pt. 2 -

16:22), 2024.  [Editor’s note:  There were no descriptions for either part.  David Hines of Good 

Shepherd films has producing Shroud videos for many years.] 

 "JESUS Shroud proof" (pt. 2)  

 

Five-part video series by Richard Kent, M.D. of England - Richard Kent 777 (March 5, 2024; but 

first one is from February 21, 2024).  [Editor’s note:  part 1 mentions that it is a 2 part series, but 5 

episodes have been uploaded, so I suspect that the first 2 parts were recorded some time ago and 3 

additional episodes have been added.] 

1. The Shroud of Turin Scientifically proves the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, by Dr Richard Kent - 

February 21, 2024 (51:41) 

2. What is the Shroud of Turin, and is it the actual Burial Cloth of Jesus? With Dr Richard Kent - 

March 5, 2024 (28:30) 

3. Is the Shroud of Turin mentioned in the Bible as Jesus' Burial Cloth? With Dr Richard Kent - 

March 5, 2024 (28:30) 

4. Multiple Scientific tests Prove the Authenticity of the Shroud of Turin with Dr Richard Kent - 

March 5, 2024 (28:44) 

5. The Shroud of Turin Scientifically proves the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, with Dr Richard Kent - 

March 5, 2024 (26:20) 

 

"Barrie Schwortz Exposes Jaw-Dropping New Evidence About the Shroud of Turin!" - Joe Brock - 

March 2, 2024 (1:47:28) – Here is the description:  "Exploring the Shroud of Turin with Barrie 

Schwortz.  Join me as I delve into the mysteries surrounding the Shroud of Turin with Barrie 

Schwortz, the Official Documenting Photographer for the Shroud in 1978. As a skeptic deeply 

intrigued by its authenticity and pondering if it's a medieval forgery, I'm eager to uncover the facts. 

Get ready for an enlightening conversation as Schwortz presents his compelling arguments regarding 

the Shroud of Turin." 

 

"Shroud of Turin Lecture" [Presentation by nuclear engineer Bob Rucker] - 

Saint Barnabas Anglican Church - March 1, 2024 (2:06:00).  [Editor’s note:  There was no 

description listed.  Bob Rucker is a well-known sindonologist.] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNi2HoHCdSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV9-Pd7n_AY
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=good+shepherd+films+shroud+
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkGNjd0Kbr8
https://drrichardkent.org/category/shroud-of-turin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaJQjB_T9n8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4itDGvQH1Nc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yif403egZKo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQLdCPg57iw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qd49S0S-IG0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpMStZ_7ikQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hsmfotd2y2k


"J. Dee German: Science and the Shroud of Turin" - James Bullock - February 25, 2024 (56:59) – 

Here is the description:  "J. Dee German, a retired physicist and engineer, spent much of his 43-year 

career in research and development of lasers for a variety of applications, including high power 

systems designed to destroy aircraft and missiles to low power personal protection devices. He also 

was a professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering at the U.S. Air Force Academy from 1973 to 

1978. In 1978, Mr. German was part of a team of scientists commissioned to do an exhaustive study 

of the Shroud of Turin, a religious artifact of dubious origin. In this presentation, he describes what 

scientific methods were used in the study of the shroud and what conclusions were gathered from 

aforementioned study. Original presentation was recorded March 26, 2012 at Salem Seminole 

Baptist Church in Donalsonville, Georgia."  [Editor’s note:  Although this was originally recorded in 

2012, this is well worth listening to given that Dr. German was a part of STURP and that he also 

gave a powerful testimony about the effect of the Shroud on his life.] 

 

"History's Greatest Mysteries" on "The History Channel" - "The Shroud of Turin" – February 19, 

2024 (c. 45:00) – Here is the description from the channel site:  "The haunting image of the Shroud 

of Turin has captivated millions around the world; scientists and theologians are trying to figure out 

if the Shroud of Turin truly is an image of Jesus or something very different."  [Editor’s note:  Barrie 

Schwortz, Dr. Cheryl White, and Russ Breault were interviewed in the program.  A supported cable  

or streaming TV package that includes History in your channel lineup is required to view it online.] 

A supported cable or streaming TV package that includes History in your channel lineup is required 

to view it online. 

 

"Shroud Wars: Panel Review (Part 11) - Assessing the Radiation Hypotheses” - Real Seekers (Dale 

Glover) - February 17, 2024 (2:58:18) – Here is the description:  "Continuing on with my Shroud 

Wars Panel Review series, we discuss the pros and cons of various Shroud image-forming 

mechanisms involving Radiation (both natural/ordinary and supernatural/extraordinary).” 

 

"Barrie Schwortz (Turin Shroud)" - Interviews from Underground” - February 10, 2024 (59:48) – 

Here is an excerpt from the description:  "Barrie Schwortz was the Official Documenting 

Photographer for the Shroud of Turin Research Project (STURP), the team that conducted the first 

in-depth scientific examination of the Shroud in 1978…”A supported 

 

"How Does New Mexico's Shroud of Turin Exhibit & Museum Redefine the Relic? | VP8 Image 

Analyzer" - The Backstory on the Shroud of Turin (Guy Powell) - February 8, 2024 (30:40) – Here is 

an excerpt from the description:  “The vp8 image analyzer can be challenging, but there are several 

skillful strategies you can use for handling and coping. Handle vp8 image analyzer by employing 

these skillful strategies. Explore our other video content here on YouTube where you'll find more 

insights into what shroud exhibit and museum along with relevant social media links. Don't miss this 

opportunity to discover the secrets of dealing with vp8 image analyzer.” 

 

"The shocking truth about the Shroud of Turin - (Interview with Jack Saaco)” - Matthew Marsden 

Official Channel - February 7, 2024 (1:32:49).  Here is the description:  "Pulitzer-nominated author 

and Shroud expert Jack Sacco talks to Matthew about the amazing qualities of the Shroud of Turin 

and if it really is the Image of Jesus Christ.” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-5XeeE85Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uH46budw2t8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGlQzP2z_k0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loA4k_9fsVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loA4k_9fsVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyAJVEHMJ2k


"THE MIRACULOUS SHROUD OF TURIN - Fr Robert Spitzer" - Nonius Reccaredus - February 

3, 2024 (1:38:50) – Excerpt from the description:  “The Shroud of Turin is the most unique image and 

scientifically studied artifact in world history. In this lecture, Father Spitzer discusses the debunking of 

the 1988 carbon dating, the evidence for the Shroud’s authenticity, the remarkable parallels between it 

and the Gospel accounts of Jesus’ crucifixion, and two scientific theories concerning the production of 

its image through a burst of radiation—theories that imply a resurrection in power and light.” 

 

"The Shroud of Turin | In Search of Holy Treasure (Full Episode)" - Great Documentaries  - 

January 31, 2024 (45:27) – Here is an excerpt from the description:  “Follow researcher Christian 

Page in his quest to unveil the history of the Holy Relics of Christianity as he travels through time in 

some of the world's greatest cities: Jerusalem, Istanbul, Paris, Vienna, and Rome. Without the 

dedication of some historical figures and unknown devotees, these Holy Treasures may have never 

made their way into the modern world. Since the beginning of Christianity, relics attributed to saints 

or Christ Himself have had a great symbolic and spiritual value, stirring passion amongst 

believers…”  [Editor’s note:  This documentary is from 2009, but I have never seen it before and it 

has some high-profile individuals like Dr. Bruno Barberis of Italy and Dr. Christopher Ramsey of 

England in it.  It also featured a statement by a French statisician, Yves Lignon, who stated (38:13+) 

that the columns of numbers in the Nature report did not agree with each other.  He then stated, 

"When the columns of data do not match, then the data cannot be considered as valid."] 

 

"Encore: The Most Famous Burial of All-Time" - Freddy Cruz - January 18, 2024 (Audio) – 30:46.  

Here is the description:  "Barrie Schwortz and Rudy Dichtl have spent over forty years studying the 

Shroud of Turin, a piece of linen that bears the image of a crucified man. Throughout the decades, 

their work has been dismissed and shunned, despite overwhelming scientific proof of the shroud’s 

authenticity. During this episode, Barrie and Rudy talk about how they ended up working with the 

shroud, how the shroud was poorly protected for much of its existence, and the science behind its 

authentication. We recorded this conversation at the National Museum of Funeral History, where you 

can now see their latest exhibit, ‘The Most Famous Burial of All Time: The Shroud of Turin’.” 

 

"Hidden History of the Shroud of Turin | feat. Jack Markwardt” - The Gracious Guest (Mike 

Creavey) - January 17, 2024 (1:18:15) – Here is the description:  "If the Shroud is actually Jesus’ 

burial cloth, its journey from Jerusalem to Lirey, France is a nearly fourteen century mystery, riddled 

with numerous questions (and no shortage of controversy!) Jack Markwardt has meticulously 

researched a substantial amount of primary sources over nearly forty years—join in as he shares 

some of his findings with us! LINKS/RESOURCES: – Jack’s fascinating book “The Hidden History 

of The Shroud of Turin”: https://a.co/d/hMXYHuF – Jack’s personal reflection at 

Shroud.com: https://www.shroud.com/pdfs/Markwardt..." 

 

Video:  "The Burial Cloth of Jesus - NEW Reasons to BELIEVE | Fr. Andrew Dalton |” - The 

BeatiDudes – January 8, 2024 (53:04)– Here is an excerpt from the description:  “What the Gospels 

do not record, Shroud science does. But what does it reveal about the physical sufferings of the man? 

Are signs of Resurrection traced on the Shroud? How was this enigmatic image, which acts as a 

photonegative and encodes three-dimensional information, formed in the first place? Do these linen 

fibers contain the blood that was shed for our salvation?...” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQFT_DGAVY0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc2k37iQ6iA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5foX-rurqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAZJr1zZrzc
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbnM3aW5DZ3kzM0FpdzhFTmJiYV9pZFRIZ0d2d3xBQ3Jtc0trbWprUnFRN1RUSGMyai1qbHZHSWsycUVWREFLUkFSd0JqZE5Vd0hZMGVyTnVQYm5Pc19KeDJpTTl0aGsyNXZrUUp1VkJFWUItQnJVRHQ0eGhsM3RNX3psenJVb2ZuSW00cE1BR3FsMDZlRk8wSDZQTQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fa.co%2Fd%2FhMXYHuF&v=tAZJr1zZrzc
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbVY0WHhoaDZhMGMtaFJOd3Q2WEdDLTlmcE5rZ3xBQ3Jtc0trWFhOYmZDU05lOTVDbkRGZFV1bUQ1alZYVVFkczJKTWRGZ21BSExpOGk2N0dMTVZ5OXRuVDZCSm40ejFxVDdlNDROTldSQ0hBNDU0N0dxNGpIbEw0RGw1WXl4MGd3dC1vMEdBb0V5LTVxOUpnNzRtRQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.shroud.com%2Fpdfs%2FMarkwardt-refl.pdf&v=tAZJr1zZrzc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toC8ekt51a0


"Shroud Panel Review (Part 10) – “The Scorch & Toastograph (aka “FILM-SET” Model 10) 

Hypotheses" - Real Seekers (Dale Glover) - January 8, 2024 (2:48:40).  Here is an excerpt from the 

description:  “Experts Bob Rucker and Hugh Farey join me to analyze Pesce Delfino's "Hot Bas-

Relief" method as well as what I (Dale) think is the best of the "Ordinary Artistic" hypotheses, Dr. 

Colin Berry's "Toastograph" hypothesis; otherwise known as his “FILM-SET” Model 10 method. 

Shroud skeptic Dr. Colin Berry has been and remains invited to be guest on this Panel show to 

defend his theory…” 

 

"Who Do You Say I Am? A Shroud of Turin Documentary Blending Science & Faith" - Patchwork 

Ministry - December 26, 2023 (53:21) – Here is the description:  "Patchwork Heart Ministry and 

Fiat Ministry team together with faithful Catholic Shroud of Turin experts to take a fresh look at the 

science of the Shroud through the lens of Faith." 

 

"Shoud Wars: Medical Expert Dr. Gilbert Lavoie" - Real Seekers (Dale Glover) - December 15, 

2023 (1:42:51) – Here is the description:  "Dr. Gilbert Lavoie shares his expertise as a medical expert 

on the Shroud Man's anatomy and bloodstains and discusses his own theory that the Shroud Man was 

vertically upright and levitating at the time the body images were encoded. Lots of great info in this 

episode with one of the ‘greats’ of Pro-Shroud research!” 

 

"Jesus' Trial and Crucifixion? The Shroud of Turin Medical Evidence Podcast #7" - Dialogues in 

Philosophy and Religion (Dr. Jeffrey Taylor, former consultant to The Shroud of Turin Research 

Project) - December 6, 2023 (40:49) - Here is the description:  "A real dead body was wrapped in the 

Shroud of Turin and produced significant medical evidence produced by transfer contact with the 

shroud. The evidence consists of bodily fluids such as blood, serum, and water. This medical evidence 

is consistent with the gospel accounts of Jesus' death." 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuj7Oj_AkOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuj7Oj_AkOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAeZs0GGBCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84vDxJba5FE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X63V1f7SSlo

